Case Study

BoyleSports
Backs Hiring Success
with Occupop
Occupop guides the bookmaker to hiring success by
improving employer brand and reducing agency spend.

+

About
BoyleSports is Ireland's largest independent bookmaker. Headquartered in Dundalk,
County Louth, the organisation has over 320 retail branches throughout Ireland and
the UK. Today BoyleSports offers a wide range of betting opportunities ranging
from Horse Racing, Greyhounds, Football and Tennis to Golf, Rugby, NFL Cricket,
Basketball and Lottery.

Industry: Bookmaker
Location: Ireland & the UK
Company size: 1,700 employees
Website: www.boylesports.com

BoyleSports Challenges
Before Occupop, BoyleSports was very hands-off with their approach to recruitment.
Traditionally, any new roles were sent to recruitment agencies who’d then respond
with candidate CVs, which were sent to hiring managers. Additionally, their direct
hiring largely relied on poster campaigns in retail locations for job advertising, where
applicants handed in their CV’s by hand. With the onset of GDPR and maintaining
candidate data privacy, things needed to change.
Many open roles were location specific, as a result they got few applications, and
the hiring team found that the quality and caliber of candidates was not always up
to scratch. Additionally, it took a lot of time for the HR department to filter through
applications and have the necessary conversations with recruitment agencies.
The BoyleSports HR team needed a new software solution that was easy to use, that
they could roll-out across their multiple retail shops in Ireland and the UK quickly,
increase the volume of direct applications, reduce their reliance on agencies,
increase the quantity of applications and a system that would save them time all
round.
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With Occupop, BoyleSports
was able to:
Recruit directly and reduce reliance on agencies
A large percentage of vacancies at Boylesports were being filled via recruitment
agencies. With the average cost of using an agency in the realm of 15-25% of a
candidate’s annual salary, it’s a costly way to grow – and does nothing to give a
company a strong employer brand within the market or, build a talent pipeline of
their own.
Boylesports hadn’t used a digital direct hiring strategy before, and using the
programmatic recruitment software within Occupop, Boylesports HR team is now
able to set up and manage their own intelligent digital recruitment marketing
campaigns.
Within just a couple of clicks, the HR team can set up a job advert across multiple
job boards with messaging targeted at communicating their employee value
proposition. The use of interview scorecards and AI means that the smart
technology recognises who best fits the job according to skills and experience and
applies a score to the candidate profile.
This automated tool, paired with some data points in their initial advert design,
meant that the team got really good results from their recruitment advertising
campaigns.
Additionally, in hard to fill locations where BoyleSports didn't have a big market
presence, they saw a much higher volume of quality applications than previous.

I’ve been really pleasantly surprised by the number of
direct applications from great candidates, even in
places that we aren’t well-know in.”
Ailbhe Gleeson
HR Executive
BoyleSports
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Results
From the offset, Boylesports increased their direct recruitment by over half and
with Occupop, Boylesports has now significantly reduced their reliance on
recruitment agencies. Ailbhe explains,

For us, the saving on recruitment fees is key, we have
increased direct recruitment by over 50%, and 75% of these
candidates I can attribute directly to Occupop. I can bring
these cost savings to the management team which is really
powerful. Now, everyone’s seeing the real value of direct
recruitment and how important it is. I’m able to build a case
and say, ‘we’re going to need X amount of budget to spend on
A-B-C, based on previous success,’ and getting that budget is
less of a challenge going forward.”
With this success, Ailbhe also mentioned that the recruitment focus has shifted in
recent times;

While we have used Occupop predominantly for retail jobs
based across retail outlets in Ireland and the UK, we have now
started to use the system for the more senior and executive
level roles we have in our Headquarters. Cost savings on
these roles are even higher with some of these equating to
over €30,000/month.”
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Results

Occupop is a beautifully simple recruitment

software built for small and medium sized businesses.
More than an ATS, we help businesses be great at hiring
through our suite of features – so businesses can hire
the best people and build the best teams

Get Started Today
See how Occupop can help your
organisation achieve these results.
Book a demo today.
Book a demo

